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A
PIs are a hot topic, energetically debated by businesspeople, IT managers, and developers alike. Most of the excitement in the public space is about open public APIs. To some degree, not having a public API today is like not having a website in the late 1990s. Yet for many enterprises, public APIs are really the least of their business concerns. More important concerns include building omni-channel solutions, innovating faster than the competition, becoming a mobile enterprise, or operating in a hybrid cloud environment.

APIs are fundamental enablers for all these initiatives and more, which is why so many different types of stakeholders are interested in them. But what is an API, really; why is it different from an old-school application programming interface; and why should you care? In principle, the acronym APIs stands for Application Programming Interfaces, but the notion of what APIs mean evolved significantly. APIs today are quite different from the application programming interfaces of old. Read this book and see what that change entails.

About This Book

Modern business ecosystems need to rethink their approach to innovation and integration. This book is your guide to applying the power of APIs to business challenges ranging from changing business models to embracing a world of devices and sensors. Experiencing the power of APIs involves much more than simply data monetization. Whether you’re an API provider or an API consumer, you need to make smart business and IT decisions. This book first defines the basic nature of modern APIs and then leads you through several necessary decisions, ranging from which APIs to provide or consume to how you can build an effective API technology platform.
A handful of important mottos are also touched on multiple times throughout the book. These include the following:

» **Think of an API as a product.** It represents something you have chosen to share with a particular audience under defined terms and conditions.

» **Try early, learn fast, scale easily.** An experimenting approach to APIs is effective for most use cases, and many APIs will be opportunistic in nature.

» **Always use APIs as the boundary of your domain.** That gives you control and visibility of traffic going in and out.

» **API platforms are specialized for the task.** You want the creation, operation, and sharing of APIs to be dead easy and 100 percent secure.

» **Monetizing public APIs isn’t the only entry point.** Many enterprises use APIs for collaboration and innovation across their IT and business ecosystems.

### Icons Used in This Book

Like all *For Dummies* books, this one has a few icons in the margins. Here’s what they mean.

- **The Tip icon points out helpful information.**

- **Anything marked with the Remember icon is good to keep in mind.**

- **If you’re not interested in the nitty-gritty technical details, you can skip anything that has a Technical Stuff icon.**

- **Take care when you see the Warning icon, which alerts you to things that could harm your business.**
Beyond the Book

This short publication can’t offer every detail about a topic, so for more information outside the realm of this book, check out the following links:

» developer.ibm.com/api/blog: IBM's API blog
» https://ibm.biz/Bdj37T: In-depth asset for integration middleware
Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) are the underpinning of the cloud, mobile, and Internet of Things (IoT) revolution. The speed, ease, and portability of data exchanged through APIs allow for all our modern innovations and conveniences. Everything from how we order taxis, move money between bank accounts, watch entertainment, share life moments through videos on our social media feeds, and manage or monitor our homes . . . it all happens because of APIs. APIs are connecting the world in ways that were previously unfathomable.

With modern APIs, you can project your capabilities to an audience outside of your own team. When done right, APIs enable enterprises to innovate faster and reach new audiences. That is the value of APIs, but what is their basic nature, and what key questions should you ask when embarking on an API journey? This chapter attempts to answer those questions.

Why Are APIs Popular?

The growth of the number of public APIs available for developers to integrate into their own applications has grown by a staggering proportion over the past 12 years.
According to the website ProgrammableWeb, https://www.programmableweb.com, which catalogs publicly available APIs, as of 2017 there are over 17,000 public APIs in production. This is in contrast to the near zero available in 2005.

The introduction of the smartphone drove much of the early growth and developer adoption of APIs. Mobile apps rely on APIs to get data to and from the device to backend systems. As the number of apps in the app stores grew, the number of APIs needed to support those apps also grew.

This would soon expand beyond just supplying data to mobile apps; it became the data backbone for a new generation of responsive websites that offer a greater user experience and are connected IoT devices. Just about everything in your world today is someone connected to the Internet and all that data connectivity is achieved because of APIs.

APIs proved to be the perfect data conduit for mobile and IoT devices because of the nature of their lightweight implementation and simplicity of their data exchange format. An API is fairly small server-side application, sometimes implemented as a micro-service, which can be written in any number of programming languages and hosted on various runtimes. APIs use the very familiar HTTP/S transport to serve data to its calling client.

The default format for data exchange in an API is known as JavaScript Serial Object Notation, or JSON. JSON is a very compact and human-readable way of representing data in an implementation agnostic way. All of that is to say, JSON payloads can be parsed, by the calling clients, in a very fast and efficient manner with little performance overhead.

Simply put, all these benefits made it possible for developers to build robust APIs faster and easier than building other types of web services like SOA/SOAP. It then followed that the usage APIs spread beyond just providing data to mobile and IoT devices to connecting enterprise applications together as part of a larger data integration strategy.
Are APIs Considered Products?

APIs should be treated like any other product. They need a carefully defined life cycle and governance model to enforce that life cycle. APIs must be carefully crafted so they’re attractive to the intended consumer — so it “sells.” (By sells we really mean adopted by developers.) It neither matters whether that consumer (developer) really pays for the API nor if she’s outside your enterprise or part of a different team inside it. You want her to use your API because she creates value for both of you when she does.

The product nature of APIs is fundamental to their power. It also makes them very different from old-school APIs. An old-school API represents a piece of software that you have built and deployed. A modern API represents a package of capabilities that’s attractive to an audience independent of any specific piece of software running in your back end. So although modern APIs do include a defined programmatic interface, they’re deliberately designed from the perspective of the intended consumer.

Because an API is a product, before you develop one, you should ask yourself these key questions:

- Who are the intended consumers?
- How are you going to reach these consumers?
- Under what terms and conditions can consumers use this API?

What Is the API Economy?

The API economy emerges when APIs become part of the business model. Public and partner APIs have been strategic enablers for several online business models. For example, Twitter APIs easily have ten times more traffic than the Twitter website does. The company’s business model deliberately focuses on Tweet mediation, letting anyone who wants to do so provide the end-user experience.
Another example, Amazon, from the get-go, chose to be not only just an Internet retailer but also a ubiquitous merchant portal. Amazon’s merchant platform is deliberately built on APIs that allow easy onboarding of new merchants.

APIs as business network enablers aren’t new. Banks have built payment infrastructures and clearinghouses based on well-defined APIs for decades. Modern APIs, however, are built explicitly for an open ecosystem (internal or external), not for closed private networks. Furthermore, the consumption models for APIs are standardized with a focus on ease of consumption rather than ease of creation (see “Understanding What Developers Want from an API” later in this chapter).

Some people use the term *business APIs* for all modern APIs. The term is certainly fitting in the sense that APIs, as products, should be an integral part of your business strategy. Just be aware that launching a public or partner API isn’t the only way to make APIs part of your business model. There are many use cases for internally consumed APIs, perhaps the most common such use case being the need to provide a differentiating *omni-channel customer experience*.

Whether your business was “born on the web” or has been around for 100 years, you’re living in the age of cloud, analytics, mobile, and social computing where omni-channel has become table stakes. To differentiate yourself from your competitors, you have to give customers an immediately engaging experience. To deliver that experience, you need freedom to experiment and innovate. Seize the opportunity and try early, learn fast, and scale easily.

### Understanding What Developers Want from an API

Developers want to use APIs for innovation and experimentation. To them, reuse is about speeding time to delivery, sharing is about expediency, and encapsulation is about having little to learn. They’re not as interested in how APIs were created (and at what cost) as they are in how easy the APIs are to consume.
Easy consumption doesn’t refer only to what the API looks like. To the developer who is API savvy, easy consumption also means that an API must be easy to find and easy to register to use, and it must be clear how much the API can be trusted in mission-critical solutions.

Ideally, an API ecosystem should be community-centric. An effective API community shows developers the exact APIs available to them for their current tasks. Self-service registration and preapprovals are already in place for the APIs that are visible to the community. The community’s social features allow people to like or dislike a particular API, and consumer-centric analytics show the expected operational behavior of any API of interest. These capabilities historically aren’t part of IT governance, but they’re core features of good API management solutions. Good API management solutions also add value for API providers, making it easier to create APIs and improving control of their runtime behavior (explained in more detail in Chapter 2).
Chapter 2

APIS, Data, and the Digital Business

What does it really mean to have an “API-First” approach? Some people simply point to the so-called API value chain, but is that all there is to it? Is that what the excitement is all about? We believe that there’s more to understanding APIs.

In order to build an “API-First” approach to your business, decisions have to be made regarding the balance between interaction and system APIs. There are decisions around the terms and conditions under which APIs can be shared, and there are decisions regarding how to map required APIs to existing assets during API implementation. All these decisions and more depend on the desired business outcome.

The key part of the phrase “API-First” is the first word: First. First think about what you’re trying to achieve business wise, which audience to engage, what kinds of APIs are required to engage the audience, and how to curate your data and application assets (as services) to support those APIs that you need to provide. In the process, don’t forget to think about what APIs you’re going to consume yourself and from whom. API-First isn’t always just about being an API provider; many organizations consume several...
times the number of APIs that they provide. These concerns are the core elements of an effective API strategy.

This chapter defines five API entry points that, in our experience, are representative for the business and IT agendas driving API thinking. An enterprise may have multiple agendas at the same time, but each agenda leads to different decision criteria for API adoption.

Monetize Your Data

Monetizing your data is based on externalizing insights or functions in a form that entices third parties to use those insights or functions. Monetization can come in many forms. The most obvious example is when the third party is paying to use your API. In other cases, you may actually be the one paying the API consumer in return for a broader business reach and a stronger ecosystem. Or you may be onboarding partners via APIs without any direct payment involved at all. The key business objectives for monetization are pivoting your business, changing your value chain, and increasing your reach and influence.

Success with this entry point likely requires careful planning. Although you can and should do some experimentation, “opportunistic style,” the final product must be a set of stable enterprise APIs that a third party can depend on for a prolonged period.

Thinking about APIs in the context of monetizing your data, here is some guidance:

- **Goal:** The desired outcome is monetary or based on a nonmonetary value such as increasing your influence.
- **Audience:** The audience is inevitably a third party. Typical cases are partners and external developers (not developers in your own organization or developers hired by your own organization). Treating a different line of business within your enterprise as a partner or third party isn't uncommon, particularly when the different lines of business are treated as economically independent entities.
- **APIs to provide:** The APIs required to engage the audience must provide the value you want to sell. This choice requires careful thought — not just in terms of the root value provided, but also in terms of the form that makes consumption attractive.
API terms and conditions: Don’t forget to include in your considerations the terms and conditions under which API consumption may happen, such as freemium, pay as you go, or prepaid contract.

API implementation: The way you curate the data and function to implement the APIs comes down to quality and reliability. Some people say that cost of implementation is the most important factor, but implementation cost won’t make or break a data-monetizing strategy. What decides long-term viability is whether the intended API consumers experience both value and trustworthiness.

Consuming somebody else’s APIs: In some cases, you also need to consider which APIs to consume. Although you generate value primarily by providing APIs for others to consume, implementing those APIs may involve creating higher-level composites of existing APIs, most often by blending those existing APIs with something that’s uniquely yours.

The data-monetizing entry point may be the one you’ve heard the most about, but it’s not the most common one. Currently, a significant majority of API initiatives are for internal use cases, and this may remain the case even when public API exchanges become fully mature.

Freedom to Innovate

Freedom to innovate is the most important imperative for many businesses today. Try early, learn fast, scale easily — key characteristics of a dynamic, engaging enterprise. The focus of this API entry point is to chase business opportunities aggressively and to make innovation a learning process through the following model:

- Everything is a prototype until it’s proved in practice.
- Discovering that something didn’t work isn’t failure; it’s just learning.
- Standing still guarantees decline.
The role of APIs is to provide the calm center in a storm of change. This role has two aspects:

» Delivering quickly what the experimenting API consumer needs and removing it when it’s no longer needed
» Protecting the provider from churn

The freedom-to-innovate entry point is perhaps not as glamorous as monetize your data (see the preceding section), but it’s by far the API use case that IBM sees the most in major enterprises. The ability to compose new innovative capabilities, internal and/or external, without breaking the bank in terms of cost, is something that everyone is struggling with. To accelerate innovation, a blend of careful planning and opportunistic reaction is required.

Thinking about APIs in the context of freedom to innovate, here is some guidance:

» **Goal:** The desired outcome is to quickly discover what works and what differentiates in the market and then to scale successes.

Even when you believe that you know what the market needs, a learning attitude can deliver a healthy reality check. It’s easy to get symptom and cause mixed up when you’re dealing with complex market dynamics.

» **Audience:** The audience is primarily internal developers, in-house or outsourced. Sometimes, external agencies are hired to be part of an innovation effort. In these cases, more formal agreements about which APIs to provide and when are required, but even then, it’s best to maintain some opportunistic behavior to maintain learning speed. Contract negotiations are anathema to fast innovation.

» **APIs to provide:** The APIs required to engage the audience are a blend of predefined enterprise APIs and opportunistic APIs derived from the needs of an innovative app. Mixing in some enterprise APIs to expose core data in an easily accessible fashion can kick-start not only development, but also idea generation.

Keep the predefined APIs small and simple. Exposing the full data structure of a customer back-end system probably wouldn’t be easy for an innovative channel developer to consume.
API terms and conditions: The terms and conditions under which API consumption happen remain important — not in terms of payment, but in terms of protecting the security and stability of back-end systems. After all, innovation is unpredictable.

API implementation: The way you curate the data and functions required to implement the APIs is different for preplanned enterprise APIs and opportunistic, demand-driven APIs:

- For preplanned APIs, you must make careful decisions about which data segments to expose at an organizational level. Also, your implementation (typically proxying enterprise services) needs to take ultimate runtime cost into account. Preplanned APIs will be used in unpredictable ways, so runtime cost must not be a preventing factor for such use.

- For opportunistic APIs, the most important considerations are development speed and development cost. If you have to do a hack to get the API out the door today rather than next week, do so as long as you have a viable plan for cleaning up the API implementation if and when that API becomes a success.

Many opportunistic APIs may not live very long. If it turns out that you need something different, just scratch the opportunistic API and start over in the next iteration of the learning process.

Consuming somebody else's APIs: Considering which third-party APIs to consume is important for this entry point. As a simple example, building social mobile apps is difficult without accessing APIs from well-known public social services such as Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn. These third-party APIs should be part of the API catalog that you provide your internal developers; they shouldn’t have to go to some external site to find things themselves. You may even want to curate the third-party APIs into your own, simpler version, as some of the public APIs are quite complex in their native forms.
Innovation is never easy, but it can be aided in various ways. Proper use of APIs can make the corporate back end an integral part of your innovation engine rather than a millstone around your neck. Enterprises with a long history have the advantage of having more assets to expose as APIs. But even for startups, an API–driven approach to implementing innovative solutions provides more flexibility in terms of sourcing data and function. The use of APIs frees channel developers to focus on the user experience rather than integration. The use of APIs also promotes an omni–channel experience, as the data and functions behind the API by definition are remote and can be accessed from any channel or application across the enterprise.

Mobile in Ten Minutes

The mobile-in-ten-minutes API entry point is strongly related to the freedom-to-innovate entry point (see the preceding section) and can be considered to be an extreme variant. The difference is that for this entry point, everything is about opportunistically supporting what your mobile development team needs here and now.

Enterprises today need to create many small, self-contained apps, rather than traditional comprehensive portals. We strongly believe that mobile consumers prefer to orchestrate their own omni–channel experiences instead of having someone else pre–define the process. We see it in our own behavior where we rarely spend more than a couple of minutes in a given mobile app before moving on to something else.

The mobile-in-ten-minutes entry point involves improving collaboration between back–end owners and mobile development teams. Those mobile development teams can be internal or external, but in all cases, they need to leverage existing data and functions easily to provide an engaging experience. Being able to see stock prices is useful, for example, but being able to do something with them in the context of your own investment portfolio is the true differentiator.

The focus of this entry point is controlled simplicity. Hide complexity, simplify what the mobile developer sees and consumes, and at the same time provide appropriate business and IT operational control. Also, the process has to be fast in order to not slow down mobile innovation.
Mobile in ten minutes is all about opportunistic innovation. Thinking about APIs in that context, here is some guidance:

» **Goal:** The desired outcome is immediate support for the needs of your mobile development teams. The mobile team is responsible for figuring out what data the end-user experience requires, and the back-end owner builds the APIs that deliver exactly that data. Mapping to existing data and functions (services) is part of the API implementation, not the responsibility of the mobile developer.

» **Audience:** The audience for the APIs is your mobile development team, period.

» **APIs to provide:** The APIs required to engage the audience are almost exclusively opportunistic. You may be lucky enough to be able to apply existing APIs to a new mobile app, but you want to avoid creating too many cross-app dependencies on particular API contracts.

» **API terms and conditions:** The terms and conditions under which API consumption happen are about protecting the security and stability of back-end systems. The same is true for freedom to innovate (see the preceding section).

» **API implementation:** As the APIs produced are very opportunistic and rarely live long, the most important considerations are development speed and development cost. If you have to do a hack to get the API out the door today rather than next week, do so as long as you have a viable plan for cleaning up the API implementation if and when that API becomes a success.

» **Consuming somebody else’s APIs:** Engaging mobile applications typically need a social element, so it’s crucial to consider which public social APIs (such as Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn) to consume and how to control that consumption. You may want to curate the third-party social APIs into your own, simpler version (refer to “Freedom to Innovate” earlier in this chapter). At minimum, you must consider the dark side of APIs and try to minimize the impact on your business reputation if any stability or ethical issues arise from the public APIs that you end up using.
The opportunistic approach of this API entry point may sound unmanageable, due to the number of APIs involved and their inevitably limited reuse — and indeed with the technology available even three to four years ago, it would have been practically unfeasible for many large enterprises. Not so today! API management software changes the equation with its ability to easily delineate a lightweight consumer-centric API from the portfolio of software-based enterprise data and services. If it’s dead easy to create a new API, and if it’s simple to manage and share large numbers of APIs with various communities, reuse and architectural rigor on the API interfaces are much less of a concern. Instead, the main concern is what will make the API consumer successful.

**APIs HAVE A DARK SIDE**

Innovation without business integrity is a fragile value proposition. Whether the breach of integrity is a broken promise, exposure of sensitive information, or inappropriate behavior, the result is largely the same. It takes only one bad experience for someone to lose faith in you.

When you use a third-party API, take care that your own business’s integrity won’t be negatively affected. The vehicle you use — formal agreements with penalties, compensation mechanisms, or judicious evaluation of API robustness and security — matters less than the fact that you’ve taken proper precautions. Remember to include ethical concerns in your consideration.

**UNLOCKING DATA IN MINUTES**

Just for the fun of it, some IBM developers tested whether it was possible to take a piece of data on a mainframe and put it on a mobile device, using an API approach, in 10 to 15 minutes. It was indeed possible! There wasn’t any pretty API design, but it proved that the complexity of integration logic can largely be taken out of the equation by appropriate use of API and integration technology.
Living in a Hybrid World

No book about APIs would be complete without discussing how APIs relate to the Cloud. The fourth API entry point focuses on using APIs as the uniform consumption model in a hybrid ecosystem of on-premises systems and private and public cloud environments. The business mantra is “freedom of choice” — freedom to choose how to source any function or data and freedom to deploy solutions to any desired form factor.

An API-First approach to integration is driven by the following:

- A disconnected enterprise isn’t competitive, so cloud equals hybrid solutions across cloud parts and on-premises parts, and integration needs to be managed at scale.
- The Cloud is about capability (business and IT), not location, so any ubiquitous consumption model needs to be location-independent.
- In a “system of systems” world, there’s no traditional network perimeter to enforce, so interactions need to be controlled at the application level.

If to a consumer everything is an API, then the consumer doesn’t need to know anything about where and how that API is hosted. Syndicated API catalogs can and should provide visibility across domain and provider boundaries. In this API entry point, one of the most important aids for a developer is the catalog of APIs that are readily available for consumption. Don’t show every single API out there (there are too many); show only the ones that are relevant to the developer in question. That developer shouldn’t have to care about how and why the API is procured; she should focus solely on what she can do with the API after it has been made available to her.

In a hybrid world, the domain structure is inevitably complex. Public marketplaces, private API catalogs, partner portals, and more are part of the API fabric. Consequently, a well-defined community structure is more important than ever, with direct correlation between community design decisions and API design decisions.
Figure 2–1 illustrates how a developer can use APIs to securely access any part of a hybrid environment. At development time, the API marketplace provides information about the APIs that are available to the community of that developer. At runtime, the cloud gateways secure the communication between the API consumer environment and any API endpoint, independent of location.

![Diagram of APIs in a hybrid environment]

**FIGURE 2-1:** Using APIs as the lingua franca for a hybrid environment.

Thinking about APIs in the context of living in a hybrid world, here is some guidance:

- **Goal:** The desired outcome is to empower both developers and IT operations. Careful controls need to be placed on the APIs made available, and any communication on an open network needs to be secure and appropriately managed.

  The most-often-cited reason for not adopting a hybrid cloud approach is security concerns. The second-most-often-cited reason is fear of losing operational control.

- **Audience:** The audience can be any mix of internal and external developers who are part of the hybrid ecosystem, so designing appropriate community structures is very important. Making decisions at the single-person level is highly impractical; you need a structure that allows you to make and enforce API sharing decisions at the community level, treating all developers in a particular community in the same fashion.
**APIs to provide:** The APIs you need to engage the audience depend on the audience community structure. For external audiences, you probably need a good set of predefined enterprise APIs; for internal audiences, you need some opportunistic APIs to support rapid creation of innovative apps. No hard-and-fast rule applies to all hybrid cases; each hybrid case tends to be different.

**API terms and conditions:** The terms and conditions under which API consumption happens can be complicated in a hybrid world — business-wise as well as IT-wise. This holds true whether the APIs are managed or unmanaged (see Chapter 4), yet the implementation mechanisms usually are very different for the two:

- *For managed APIs,* you apply business and IT policies in the normal fashion on the API platform — this is one of the advantages of using APIs as the uniform consumption model. Just make sure that your API platform is community-aware so that you can make decisions at the appropriate community level.

- *For unmanaged APIs,* the only vehicle for enforcing business terms and conditions is community visibility, along with any formal agreements that you establish through side channels. Where unmanaged APIs are concerned, IT operations has no built-in way of enforcing API-level security and traffic controls; unmanaged APIs must instead be invoked through secure tunnels established at the network level.

**API implementation:** The way that you curate the data and functions to implement the APIs differs for preplanned enterprise APIs and opportunistic, demand-driven APIs. As described in “Freedom to Innovate” earlier in this chapter, the key differences are robustness and runtime cost versus time and development cost.

**Consuming somebody else’s APIs:** Considering which third-party APIs to consume is harder for this entry point than for any of the other entry points because over time, the number and variety of available APIs is dramatically greater. The best advice is to start simple on API consumption. Pick a small number of important APIs that you want to consume: social APIs, analytical APIs, mobile back-end APIs, or something else, depending on your most immediate business
need. You also have the option of curating third-party APIs into your own simpler or more controlled version, so take that option into account in your decision making.

Hybrid environments are intrinsically complex. Using APIs as the lingua franca can make that complexity much more manageable from a developer perspective. From an IT operational perspective, complexity may become manageable due to the evolution in hybrid cloud platforms.

Program Your World

The final API entry point focuses on the world of devices and machinery. It’s based on two beliefs: The consumer-driven mobile revolution is about more than just phones, and manufacturing and logistics will drive the intelligent corporate Internet of Things.

Healthcare, utilities, cities, manufacturing — practically everywhere you turn, you see the need for a more intelligent approach to blending people, software, and machines. Granted, the idea of programming everything into a single intelligent experience is still emerging, but signs of progress toward that goal are seen every day in such examples as smart cars, interactive retail experiences, and ecofriendly buildings.

One important difference separates this entry point from the others: You generally can’t change a device after it exists in its physical form. That fact in turn means that the device APIs remain what they are. Therefore, the focus shifts to providing an enriched experience with optimized execution, as follows:

» Extend software into the physical realm.
» Control any component, software, or device through programmable APIs.
» Use device-driven feedback and insight to optimize the behavior of the entire system, not just a single component.
» Where appropriate, monetize your high-level control capabilities as your own set of APIs (refer to “Monetize Your Data” earlier in this chapter).
The programming-your-world entry point usually is much more about API consumption than it is about providing new APIs.

Thinking about APIs in the context of programming the world around you, here is some guidance:

» **Goal:** The desired outcome is a completely programmable environment. Look for a programmable physical infrastructure, and build your own software to be controllable through APIs as well.

» **Audience:** The audience is mostly internal. Your own developers are the ones who'll be building smart systems on top of device and software APIs. If you're a producer of devices yourself, you do need to make sure that your own devices have APIs intended for consumption by others as required by your business model.

» **APIs to provide:** The APIs you need to engage the audience are largely defined by whatever interfaces are designed into your physical devices and machinery. You don't have a whole lot of choice, as the majority of the APIs you'll be using are predefined.

» **API terms and conditions:** If you have network access to a device, you can most likely communicate with it because its APIs are by definition unmanaged. Terms and conditions are not as important for this entry point as they are for the others. Much more important is having a good library of available device APIs.

In some cases you do want to control access to the device-level APIs and can do so by adding in front of the device APIs a layer of managed proxy APIs with built-in security controls.

» **API implementation:** For device APIs, the methods used to curate the data and functions to implement the APIs aren't your concern (unless, of course, you are a producer of physical devices).

» **Consuming somebody else's APIs:** Considering which third-party APIs to consume is very important for this API entry point. Having the right agreements in place with third-party suppliers of devices and machinery is critical. If you don't have updated API documentation, you simply can't communicate effectively with the device.
As the world gets smarter and more instrumented, the need for program-your-world capabilities will continue to rise. Because this environment is quite different from a classical software-only environment, getting an early start may be necessary. Embarking on this journey requires developers and businesspeople alike to get experience in what it means to seamlessly program interactions among devices, software, and people.

### TWO CATEGORIES OF APIs

When you're starting on an API journey, deciding which APIs to build first can be daunting. A good API should make a difference to the business. In some cases, industry specific use cases can drive the creation of APIs. But to truly understand what makes a good API for a particular enterprise, you need to understand the nature of its unique business situation.

In this sidebar, you find an approach that IBM has found useful in practice. A good way to start is to ask yourself, “Which business situations would I like to improve, and how can I do that?” When you answer this question, you'll likely end up choosing your first APIs from one of the following two categories:

- **Interaction APIs**: Interaction APIs help you identify opportunities to engage customers, employees, partners, and devices. They include mechanisms such as mobile location detection, sensor monitoring, predictive analytics, and human observation.

- **System APIs**: Enrichment APIs improve understanding of the situation with historical data from customer relationship management (CRM) systems, account records, demographical analysis, health records, and the like.
rapid innovation is enabled by good design — which, for any given API, includes its interface and technical characteristics. More important, good design is about which APIs to provide and when. If all you are trying to do is provide a handful of stable public APIs, perhaps the question of which ones is not so complicated. But what if you are trying to do that, as well as create a partner ecosystem, as well as use APIs to fuel internal innovation? There are many different kinds of APIs and uses for them, so in this chapter, you learn what makes a good API.

Comparing APIs with Race Cars

You could make an apt analogy between APIs and how Formula 1 racing teams build and evolve race cars (see Figure 3-1). In Formula 1 racing, every single car ever raced is a prototype. No team takes the same car to two consecutive races. A race car is built from rapidly replaceable components with well-defined interfaces, and the car itself is instrumented with built-in controls and analytics.
Although parts of the car may remain stable throughout the season, some component is always optimized based on lessons learned in the previous race.

![Race car diagram with labels: Continuous testing, Built-in Analytics, Upgradable components, Rapidly replaceable components, Clearly documented, Controls, Well-designed component interfaces.]

**FIGURE 3-1:** Race cars and APIs should be built to the same design principles.

Modern enterprises are in many ways like Formula 1 teams, always trying to optimize the business model and always looking for the right balance between change and stability. APIs are one way in which experimentation can be harnessed for enterprise advantage. “Try early, learn fast, and scale easily” is a good principle to apply to the world of APIs.

### Making the Case for Opportunistic APIs

Should APIs always be designed to be reusable? Reusability implies stability over a relatively long period, and stability is appropriate if an API is to be used for partner integration or exposed externally as part of your business model. But if the API is created simply to improve collaboration between, say, a mobile development team and the team that maintains a back-end system of record, reusability may be neither desirable nor appropriate.

An API needs to be attractive to use, and for a developer, it must be faster and more expedient to use that API than to code a different solution. If the needs of a mobile developer change rapidly, the APIs must change just as fast to keep up. This situation makes the case for opportunistic APIs — rapidly created, rapidly changing APIs defined to meet a specific consumer need. For more information about the developer point of view, see Chapter 1.
Nothing in the concept of an API requires it to necessarily be reusable or stable over time. The importance of reusability and stability depends solely on your business purpose for having the API. If that business purpose involves rapid change, opportunistic APIs are appropriate.

Providing opportunistic APIs requires that creating and maintaining APIs is both easy and cheap. Otherwise the cost of opportunistic change becomes impractically high. So API management software focuses on this challenge.

Good API management solutions create APIs via configuration rather than coding, and the task of creating or changing an API usually takes only minutes. The nature of an easily managed API is simply that it is both defined and controlled by configuration. Regardless of the cost of creation and maintenance, there’s significant value in managing even opportunistic APIs properly (see Chapter 2).

Managing opportunistic APIs provides the following benefits:

» Definition and enforcement of business and IT controls
» Global insight into how an API performs from a business perspective
» IT operational flexibility for moving and dynamically scaling API workloads

These benefits are important aspects of try early, learn fast, and scale easily and are critical for optimizing change in a world of opportunities and innovation.

Thinking of APIs and Services

Service-oriented architecture (SOA) has been mainstream for about a decade; modern APIs are more recent. Both approaches to integration have their proponents and address business and IT concerns alike. What’s the real difference between these approaches, and do you need to choose between them?

APIs versus services

The core concept of SOA is the notion of a service. The Open Group, for example, defines a service as “a logical representation
of a repeatable activity that has a specified outcome.” Services are self-contained and opaque to their consumers, and they have well-defined interaction contracts. From a technical perspective, these characteristics also apply to any well-designed API, so technically, an API is also a service.

In that case, are APIs just another name for services? Well, there’s one important difference between services and APIs, however, and that’s the goal behind their design (see Figure 3-2). APIs are always designed to be attractive to the intended consumer, and they change as the needs of the consumer change. Services, in contrast, are generally designed with global cost and stability as the most important concerns. In the car analogy, the API is the race car designed for looks and consumption, but the service is the regular car designed for cost and mass production.

Chapter 1 describes the product nature of APIs and states that they should be aimed at the needs of a particular group of consumers. To a consumer, using an API is about speed, expediency, and having little to learn. Those design criteria are the fundamental differences between APIs and the classical notion of services, at least different from the perspective of the service provider:

» To a service provider, reuse is about effort involved in API delivery. To API consumers, reuse is about speed of delivery of their software, no matter the cost to provide the APIs consumed as part of that software.

» To a service provider, sharing is about effectiveness. To an API consumer, sharing is about expediency (if it isn’t expedient, the API will not be used).
To a service provider, encapsulation is about having little to change. To an API consumer, encapsulation is about having little to learn (if the interface is complex, the API will not be used).

How often have you not seen an SOA initiative slowed down by conflicts between service providers and service consumers on what constitutes a good service interface? On the one side, a mobile developer just wants it to be simple for her particular app. On the other side, the back-end team wants everyone to use the same standardized service and data model. Instead of forcing a resolution of this conflict, is there a way to meet both needs without incurring prohibitive cost?

A historical analogy exists in the evolution of databases. The first generations of databases were focused exclusively on the internals, the tables, schemas, and data procedures. Quickly though, it became obvious that there was a need to expose controlled subsets of data in a particular form, fitted to a particular group of data consumers — and the notion of a data view emerged as a core capability in most modern databases, a lightweight proxy on top of the data domain represented by the internals of the database.

APIs are controlled (proxy) views of the data and capabilities of a domain, optimized for the needs of API consumers. As long as it’s dirt cheap to create and maintain proxy APIs, you can use them to render a domain in multiple forms, optimized for each group of API consumers. (After all, you probably want to give external partners a different view of your capabilities from the view your internal developers have.)

**APIs teaming with services**

SOA emerged as a means of shielding service consumers from changes in the back end. But who protects the service providers from the churn of changing needs in omni-channel front-end solutions? Applying APIs and services together lets you create an eye of calm in a hurricane of change. Services are the means by which providers codify the base capabilities of their domains. APIs are the way in which those capabilities (services) are repackaged, productized, and shared in an easy-to-use form. APIs and services are complementary rather than contradictory, and applied together, they dramatically increase the overall effectiveness of enterprise innovation.
Recognizing Good API Design

No doubt the technical design of APIs is important, but it also varies widely with the technology choices made for the design and implementation of any particular API. For instance, what constitutes a well-designed REST interface is very different from what constitutes a well-designed SOAP interface. Entire books have been written about interface design, providing a level of detail way beyond what this small book can offer. Suffice it to say, interface design of APIs is generally well understood, as witnessed by these examples:

» **REST interfaces are resource-based.** The most important aspect of the interface design is the URI structure that allows a consumer to navigate the object graph embodied by the API.

» **SOAP interfaces are method-based.** The most important aspects of the interface design are the set of supported methods and the data structures of each method.

» **MQTT interfaces are event-based.** The most important aspects of the interface design are the set of events (emitted or received) and the associated event messages.

Not all APIs are REST. Generally, REST interfaces are excellent for human consumption, and they are the current preference of mobile developers. But REST interfaces tend to be chatty, and though they’re extendable, they don’t carry strongly typed complex data structures. SOAP interfaces are great for system-to-system integration, and IT operations teams prefer them due to their less chatty nature and more precise data structures. MQTT interfaces are preferred for communicating with the Internet of Things, in which bandwidth and battery life are key concerns, and guaranteed delivery may be the difference between preventing accidents and inadvertently letting them happen.
THERE IS MORE TO UNDERSTANDING API VALUE THAN THE SO-CALLED API VALUE CHAIN

Much of the hype about APIs is centered on the API value chain illustrated in this sidebar figure — the way that APIs extend a business model into an open ecosystem.

Unfortunately most of the examples discussed in the industry at large are exclusively around public APIs, and this is by far not the only use case for APIs. Even more unfortunately, the generic value chain picture is uninteresting from the perspective of which APIs to provide and why. The reason being that it says nothing about the different types of business objectives that may have led you to consider APIs in the first place. Chapter 4 addresses that conceptual gap by defining the typical API entry points with associated decision criteria.
Part and parcel of many API conversations is the notion of API management. Even though APIs aren’t pieces of software in the traditional sense (see Chapter 1), they’re important elements of both business and IT operating environments, so they need to be managed appropriately. In this chapter, you find out how.

Seeing What It Means to Manage an API

To an API consumer, a great developer portal is everything. To an API provider, managing the API externalization and sharing processes are only the tip of the iceberg (see Figure 4-1). Under the waterline are the business and IT concerns that make APIs practical to create, deploy, and operate. These concerns include data mapping, security, rate throttling, monitoring, and version management.
A managed API not only has a well-defined interface and a defined target audience but also is under appropriately enforced business and IT controls. Different groups have specific parts to play in API management, as you see in this section.

For maximum effectiveness, all three roles addressed in this chapter — business owner, IT operations, and API designer — need their own user-experience designs. Their concerns are sufficiently different that one role’s tools are inefficient for another role.

**API business owner**

The API business owner decides the following:

- The plans (terms and conditions) under which the API can be consumed
- The communities that the API will be shared with
- Whether the API is succeeding in its objectives (if not, the business model needs adjustment)
All of this can be done without changing the API definition or implementation in any way. For more about the business owner’s role, see “The Need for API Governance” later in this chapter.

**IT operations**

IT operations must ensure certain operational characteristics, all of which can also be done without changing the API definition or implementation in any way. These characteristics are as follows:

- The runtime that hosts the API can be operated securely and robustly.
- The API is properly authenticated, and authorization is in place for anyone who uses it.
- API traffic is optimized and prioritized according to business needs.

There’s a fundamental difference between what the API owner sells in terms of API plan access and what the underlying IT infrastructure can provide. Having spare capacity to support the full potential of traffic corresponding to API plans sold can be very costly.

To prevent prohibitive runtime costs, make sure that your API runtime is highly scalable (so that actual loads matter less) or apply traffic throttling when current load surpasses available capacity to smooth out traffic spikes. These capabilities should be available in your selected API runtime.

For more about IT operations’ role, see “The Need for API Governance” later in this chapter.

**API designer**

The person who holds the API designer role physically creates and deploys the API. She needs to do the following:

- Define the API interface.
- Discover back-end endpoints that may provide the data or function required to implement the API.
Configure the mapping between the API interface and the back-end data or function sources.

The API designer must be able to perform these tasks without doing a lot of coding. As soon as creating an API becomes code-intensive rather than a matter of dynamic configuration, the rate of innovation inevitably slows, even for the most agile development teams. The distinction between configuring an API and developing the back-end data or function embodying that API is fundamental to API thinking. As pointed out in Chapter 1, modern APIs aren’t a piece of software; modern APIs are a flexible way of projecting capabilities to audiences outside your own team.

The Need for API Governance

A common myth in API circles is that governance bogs everything down. But governance is about making good decisions — making sure that the right people make the right decisions at the right time and for the right reasons, based on the right information. So if an API is important to your organization, you want to make good decisions about it. As an API provider or an API consumer, you have several decisions to make about APIs.

This governance is a different kind of governance from the type that’s routinely applied as part of a software delivery life cycle; nevertheless, it’s important.

API provider decisions

Deciding who can use the API under which business terms and conditions is the job of the API business owner. This business operational decision applies to all APIs, whether they’re the APIs that your mobile development team uses to build mobile apps, the APIs that you use to integrate systems across various lines of business, or the APIs used by external consumers, so you probably want to make different decisions for each of these audiences in terms of what APIs they may use under which conditions.
IT operations also needs to make appropriate API provider decisions — typically, in the form of security and traffic policies — to protect the infrastructure from misuse or overload.

The governance regime needs to be very lightweight, and the decisions must be operational in nature as opposed to the typical life-cycle decisions made during a software delivery life cycle. If the right decisions can’t be made and enforced easily, the open and dynamic nature of APIs is compromised (remember, good API implementations are configurations, not code). Business and IT decisions are both part of good API management discipline and should be supported by the chosen API platform. (For more about API middleware, see Chapter 5.)

**API consumer decisions**

API consumers also need to make good decisions. In particular, they need to decide which APIs they’re willing to use for what purposes and then ask the following questions about each API:

- What is the payment model for using the API and is that acceptable for your purpose?
- Will you need a corporate proxy in front of the API to handle licenses, payment, and the like, or will every developer register independently?
- Is the API secure and reliable for mission-critical purposes? Any historical records about how the API has behaved over time may add to consumer confidence in using it.

When the APIs being consumed are your own, these decisions are pretty straightforward, being mainly about overall business design. When the APIs are third-party APIs, the decisions become more complicated. Ultimately, the end-user experience and responsibility for maintaining business integrity can’t be delegated. You need someone in your own organization to be responsible for the end-user experience and to make the right decisions about which APIs it’s appropriate to consume as part of your delivery model.
Making the Case for Unmanaged APIs

Everyone knows that modern APIs must be powered by an API management solution, right? Not so fast. Not all APIs are necessarily managed. Throughout this chapter, we’ve defined good API management, but what does it mean for an API to be unmanaged?

Here are the key differences between managed and unmanaged APIs:

» An unmanaged API may have an intended target audience, but this target audience is rarely precisely defined, let alone enforced. If a user has network access to the API, generally, he can invoke it.

» An unmanaged API doesn’t have independently enforced business and IT controls. Any control is provided via logic in the API implementation, usually in the form of code.

In other words, unmanaged APIs still have a well-defined interface, but there’s no way to enforce controls on their runtime behavior or even on who may use them. So why would you want any API to be unmanaged?

If an API is a direct part of your business model, you probably don’t want it to be unmanaged. Having said that, we give you a few examples of situations in which having unmanaged APIs is appropriate or even unavoidable:

» A device or sensor has a defined API as part of its physical reality, such as a home thermostat that can be programmed remotely or a Fitbit (a wearable device that monitors physical activity) that synchronizes data with a computer via a defined interface.

» An existing software system — perhaps a standard system such as SAP or a mainframe system with a native REST interface — exposes a micro API.

» The API sits inside your own domain, and all you really need is connectivity to access it.
Unmanaged APIs can be important resources in many ecosystems, making key functions and data available in a uniform fashion. The uniform consumption model is the reason why you still want to think of these interfaces as APIs. Often, you even want to catalog all the unmanaged APIs that are available to you, to make them easy to find and as simple as possible to use in a particular programming model.

Turning everything into an API, as seen from the consumer, is the easiest and most effective way of innovating and collaborating in a hybrid environment. This means that thinking APIs isn’t just about API management and managed APIs. Thinking APIs should be part of a bigger integration strategy for turning your enterprise into an innovation engine.
Part of an API journey is the mental mindset that lets an organization think about APIs in an effective fashion. This chapter contains some of the things that we have learned on our own journeys through the world of APIs.

The Omni-Channel Experience Drives the Need for APIs

The basic concept of APIs isn’t new. The difference now is that modern users (consumer and enterprise) expect an omni-channel experience that’s both social and personal. To be truly personal, the experience must be self-orchestrated, at least to some degree. No longer can an enterprise define a “one-size-fits-everything” channel process.

Self-orchestration inevitably points in the direction of micro apps, which in turn lead to the need for purpose-built APIs. An omni-channel experience implies an ecosystem that includes people, software, and devices, which again leads to the need for purpose-built APIs.
APIs Are Business Products

Thinking of APIs as business products makes it easier to tell the difference between an API-centric approach and a classical software-delivery approach. For products, you have several key questions to ask:

- Who is the audience?
- What do they want to buy?
- What are the terms and conditions under which I'm willing to sell?

The terms *buy* and *sell* are used deliberately even though the economic models behind APIs vary widely. Whether the “price” is cash or influence, whether the model is consumer-paid or provider-paid, the product nature of the API persists.

Business Design Is an End-to-End Endeavor

APIs are no longer just IT concerns. APIs should be part of your end-to-end business design.

Consider a traveler who shares her experiences on social channels. One day, she tweets about a really bad experience with Airline A. Ten minutes later, she receives an email from the airline that says: “We’re sorry about your bad experience. Here is what we can do for you.” The next week, she has a great travel experience with Airline B, and as usual, she tweets about it. Five minutes later, that airline retweets her tweet with this added text: “Happy you had a good experience. See you next time.”

Both these airlines considered in advance how to weave social channels, through the use of APIs, into their overall business operating models.
You Can Gain Insight from API Instrumentation

Try early, learn fast, scale easily — part of that recipe is the ability to learn fast, and the best way to learn fast is to tap into information already flowing through the business operating system. You can access this information easily via instrumentation of APIs and use of associated business analytics — capabilities that should be part of a fully functional API middleware platform.

Every API Needs a Business Owner

Simply put, no business API owner equals no responsibility and no decision-making power. It’s human nature for people to resist owning things that they don’t control completely (as in “Only this part is my responsibility”). Nevertheless, you must assign a business owner to every single API. That person then becomes the focal point of decisions about productization and sharing.
Apply the power of APIs

Your business challenges may range from changing business models to embracing a world of devices and sensors, but with APIs you can build omnichannel solutions, innovate faster than the competition, become a mobile enterprise, or operate in a hybrid cloud environment. With this book, you discover the basic nature of modern APIs, how to make decisions on which APIs to provide or consume, and how you can build an effective API technology platform.
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